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READING (VOCAB)

GRAMMAR

SPEAKING & LISTENING
From theory to practise...

kinesthetic

realia

activity

sensory
Tips
1.) Games are complex
2.) Keep it simple
3.) Think out the logistics
4.) Cheat proofing
5.) Label the players

Tips
1.) Don’t tell – do!
2.) Repeat differently
3.) Flow of activities
4.) Layer activities
5.) Final product

Tips
1.) Character bond
2.) Interactive
3.) Keep it moving
4.) Repetitive elements
5.) Personalization
INSIGHTS & TAKE-A-WAYS

- Start small & simple then stretch your creativity
- Choose one theme
  - Ensure all activities:
    - Relate thematically
    - Flow / Interconnect
    - Serve the main purpose
    - Final product
      - personalized

PRIZE